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ABSTRACT .

A study was conducted. at Milwaukee Area.TeOlnical
College to determine if a relationship could be established between
iMprovement.in speaking and listening intelligibility and the
deligerate structuring of a-semiformal atmosphere in communication
classes. Students with ACT composite scores below 13 were offered
courses specially designed to their linguistic and
mathematical problems. In the fall'semesters of 1971..72 and 14)72-73,

students in two ofhthese communication skills sections were tested
with a Speech and Listening Intelligibility exam.: The two control
groups engaged in formal classroom activities, while the. experimental
-groups met in an informal class setting where, there was an
opportunity fox them to become acquainted with one another. In the
posttesting situation, usintl the seime exam, the experimental group ;

.
students spoke clearly and with confidence. They, seemed to have a
rapport with one another that was-not evident in the control group.
In general, experimental group students exhibited a marked increase
in 'both listening tnd speaking scorers during the semester, white
control group students'exhibited a decrease in scores. Statistical
data, are included. (TO)
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Effective Use of Communications Gr OupSessions on
Spqech and Listening Intelligibility at Milwaukee.
Area Technical College

Mariann MariS PEST:COPY AVAILARIF(ti
Airs. Maris reports of a study to detfrmine if a rela-
tionship can be established between-Timprovement in
speaking and listening intelligibility arul the deliberate
structuring of a semi-formalatmospheri in communi-
cations classes. She' also discusses the psychological
effects of a semi-forinal atmosphere on students.

Determining Film Art
Roger Bullis (

Mr. Bult4,f discusses the criteria by which films can
and should be analyzed as art. He provides a Wan-

° gular model of Theme-Form-Content and concludes
that if a synthesis of the triangle occurs to any great
extent, the film is art. -.

O

Film: The Art of Our Century
Toby Goldberg . , .......... ,i.\. .% .....

.Prof. Goldberg argues that at i) anecessary ingre-
dient of human activity, that the art of film has
become an increasingly significant feature of ottr lives,
and that film mlingests theimit,Of.timn with his
increasingly technological world.. .s .
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Wallace & Buchholz 1 1 1 . 107 0'

Mr. Buchholz explains the semantic nature drid scope
of the 'second stage symbol" and ilis&s:ses how de- .

Second Stage Synth° Han

:1r1
q02
>fir'

velopment of the art of using second stale symbols-is. -
a way of preserving and,manifesting our humaneness. q .

Prohibition, A Nationall,Rite of Passage . .,

William G. Kelley i ) 111
Prof. Kelley examines the propaganda Of the prohibi- .

., - g
tion movement of the 1920's and discusses the role of'

.propaganda in periods of socialchange. His' article 1

locates a place for. propaganda iria cultural context.
,

Innovations and Observations, )

Speak OtIti, .
'' 4,,

. 00....,.
illarriet, Borger ' ,4 , , t . 118

$ Mrs. Borger arms' that "getting as many boys and -.-..;.
girls as possible on the stage' is not "all there is"
'nor all there sliould be to a good high school theatre

. arts program. She urges teachers to strive for an etc-
fredited, first-rate tfreatre arts progiam in their high
schools, , . ..
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,
1 'Background ' - ( r

A "Crossover" Communication Skills I program.Oas initiated at Milwaukee
Area Technical College for the first time in the first semester bf the 1971-72.
school year. Students are placed in the Crossover courses if their composite

. score on the ACT is lower than thirteeb. Courses offered to these students ate
English (Communication Skills),' Reading, Speech, .Ma liemattcs, or

I
Psychology.

All the courses are designed to remedy certain lingui f1c and mathematical' -..
problems which resulted in a low ACT score.' Stud is who successfully corn-

ate the courses in the Crossover program can enroll in "non-Crossover" or
n- remedial programs at M.A.T.C: if they wish to return for another Semester.

hey receive full credit for their drossover program courses if. they pass the
°burs!) with a "C" or higher.. ., . ....

-Scope >.
In the first semester of the 1971-72 school year and again in the first semes-

ter of the 1972-3 school year, two Communication ,Skills I sections were - ,tested
with a Speech and Listening Intelligibility Examine/ ion, which are presented in
two forms, A and B. Form B was adMinistered.in,September, 1971 and in Sekem- . e

ber, 1972; Form Ain early January, 1972 and 1974t. The test, which measures
111the acduracy of one's speaking'and listening ab itties°, was"designed by Terrence

AdaMt , Dean of M.A;T.C. College of the Air, he nonpublished teat has been
the object of experimentation and the test when conducted by Mr. Adams at
M.A.T.C. has iroven'to be a useful tool to reliably measure a student's ability
to exhibit fundamental speaking and listening skills. A student must be able to
discriminate 'between different sounds in order'to actitrire WhateVor information
an instructor communicates orally in the classroom. This test measures the
listener's' 411ity to differentiate "like" sounds. IF aperson does not speak
clOarly to his teachers or fellow-stUdp"nts., he is not communicating effectively

' what he 'knows because of the waYhe talks. Tho faifpre to syktk'clear.ly
`enough to elicit ,kdesired response in the listener could Wit selirce of academic
and personal frustration. A total of fifty students in fot1 groups took the-pie-.
and post- forms of the Speech Intelligibility and Listening ntelligibllity test

.over p two-year period.. For the time being, there is'.no fu her experimentation
with testing and groups in session due to the assignment:o the instructor to

. noh-CroPsover Communication Skills courses. ., i'
tr .. .

Tara*,
A sample test of Form A and Form B appear on the next t

Mariann Marls (M.A. English, Witirguette UniVersity, I
of Communication at the Milwnu'kee Area Technical
that special credit for this paper are due to the 66eportition
ling, Counselling Center; M.A.T.C.fend Mr. Terrenee'Ad
the Spooch and Listehing Intelligibility Test and perMitted I
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Milwaukee Area Technical (rto liege
junior Cie liege Division
Speech Departtnent

'

I. form
2. warm-.
3.. swarm

storm

;:ivErigH [NTEI,LicrilluTyTr.ST
. .

air force
,2. airport
3. air' corps
4. airborne

1. group,
2. troop
3. coupe
4. fruit

I. reason
2. region
3. legion
4. legend

ANSWEI! S Hirt

1. campus
2. canvas
3. pamphlet
4. panther

1. spark.
1. pork
3, dark
.4. bark

1. quicker
2. flicker
3,1' slicker
4. .ligtior

R

.1. wonderOfirlOr

2 'blunder
3. thunder
4, sponsor

*

DOPY AVAILABLE

1. court
2. fort
3: port
4. quart

1. tassel
2. tatkle
3. 'cattle

. 4. pastel

1. erf
2./bonst

73 heat
4: beach

corn
,. torn
3. horn
4, born

1. stretch 1. hear I. guard
2. t6rea.t 2. steer s 2. .hearten
4. dread 3. near '3, garden
4. bread, 4, deer R P4. bargain

I. cert.iin I, export
2. pertain 4 ... 2. extort

3. person .' 3, expert
4. curtain 4. escort

1. raid
2, rate
3, .range
'4. rage

.1, fitting
2, pretty
3. city
4. sitting

1. uncle. . . 1'. dread
2 , buckle 2. dress
3. 'knuckle 3. .rest
4. suckle 4. rod

SPEAKER NO, 1.

I

I. file
2. panel ,

"1.. funnel
4.

1. bw1

2. call
3. hall .

4, ay

I. screech
J. preach
3. reach
4, street'

115
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SPEECiii INTALLGIBILITY TEST -,. FORM B

center
tender
timber

.4. fender

1. why
2; wide
3. wise
4. wives

1. ,.,damp.
2. map
3. mat
4. vat -

1. ,paste
2. pace
3. Rata
4. paint

1. unheard
2. .concurred
3. converge
4. conserve

1, grain
2. grimge

.3. range
4. train

1.. confine
, 2. design

3. aesign
4. combine

1. naval
Mabel

3. table
4. able

SPEAKER NO., 4.

ANSWER SHEET

,I. big
4

1. qu4
2 bag 2. twit
3... 'bank 3. swig
9,', beg 4% whip

.

. I. , nothing 1. sharp
2. . shopping 2. shook
3. Message 3. short

. 4. jumping 4. shark

T. full 1. occkii-
2: pull 2. absurd
3. fold 3. observe
4. cold 4. conserve

1. left 40...rt I. compress
2. list 2. contract
3, lisp 3. contratat.
A: lid 4. contrast

. dusk K 1. grope .

2. dust 2. grove
3. just 3. .grow
4.. Judge 4. glow

1, ugly ./ 4 1., fade,2. 'hungryx 2. vague
3. country 3. made
4. canprete I 4. spade

1. bpikpt 1. wife
2. Oast 2. twice_

. 3. . booth 3. quite
4. both, 4. white

, , 1. rate
2. .grace
3. rake
4.. race

1. discord.
2. pasteboard
3. discharge,
4. discard
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Mc thodology
The Control Groups, 1 And III, met with(Dr. Marvin Ketterling, Counselling

Center Director, in a Comrnunicaticint Group bne day a week for eight weeks.
The sessions began in the fourth week of tht serrfester and continued through

° the twelfth Week, Grbupsigftfancl IV did not, meet in'a Communications Group.
Three hours a week were spent In formal classroom acavities." Group I did
not take Mathematics. as their electLvo. They were enrolled in Psychology.
Group II took Mathematics and appeared to be niore eager to acquire knowledge .

In the first weeks of the Semester.-2 Group III could take either Mathematics
or psychology. The same we's true for Group IV.

The Speech and Ltstening Intelligibflity test consists of several pages of
words listed in a'serios and divided. into 24 categories with a list of four words
in'each category. The test is 10 pages long and each page has different words.
(The samples seen on each of the .14st two pages constitute a single page each.)

inThe students n each class are required to read, from a separa0 sheet, one'of
the terms inoach grouping of words. Each student reads 2'4 words to the remaind-
er of the class. Those students who are listening a;.e required to circle the
word they hear the speaker say. The total nupber of listeners is multiplied
by the total number of correct answers (24) for each group. A speaker Would
be 100% effective if there were no incorrect words circled by any of the listen-
'yrs. Each listener writes the name of each speaker at .the bottom of each page

r orthtlhtelligibillly tekt. The effbctivenAs of each listener is deterinined by
the totzillnUmber of cotrect answers he circles after listening ;to all'ofthe
speakers; When all of the Members of the Class liave'read b list of 24 words,
the test Is completed.

Each speaker' approached the front of the room and faced the listeners in
the groups used for this experiment. The pace at which he read the wor'dsfr'em
the List.he was given, the way he enunciated and protected Was left to his
"JUclgrnent. The words are "easy," usually single-syllable wards no that stu-
ddhts wr.sre not litmpered by any kind,of reading problem. Some speakers were
immediately .1,vare of the necessity of readinkr slowly and were able to paCe
themselves -iccorrlinrily. Some allowance must be made for poor acoustics..
Background noisos do affecWhe speaker'5 ability to be heard and ur4clerstood.

Results

"Th.e results of,the tests'are rrtated iii statistical te'rms on the noxt two pages..
l'ikp.Zontrol Group;; Ito ai its are shown firtl the Experimental Groups Results
are shown second.

ri 7 ,



Results EST 'COMNage 1
. t.

Speech and Listening Intelligibility TePts: Control Groups ( and no
..4

N'ame (a.bbreviated) Listening Scores , Speaking Scores
Sept. 1971 Jan. 1972 Sept. W71 Jan. 1972

N. Whi- .. 69% 34% - '69% . 44%
G. Eri 70 '17 - 76 44 .

M. Nay 53 9 53 15

J. Zap. 45 28 45 34
M. Vel . 60 41 . 60 50
j. Rho no score- 45 33 25
D. Jac

Sch
'"P. Woo

,,

,,
46
40
4

41

60
66

24
45
36

Name Sept, 1972 Jan. 1973 Sept, 1972 an, 1973
A. All no score 90% : ',. 56% .-+ . 692% a-
R. Tol 71 .88 ' : 65 77--
R. Nyh 47 75 67 79
D. Bow no score 81 64 79
D. Tir 56 80 23 69 /

J. B. no score 71 51 85

R. Tow no score 74 50 70
G. Ber no score 67 48 58
EL More :45 -4 68' .66 92 4

G. Gsc 51.. 68 53 72
D. Sob 64 82 ,57 81
J. lob 53 71 47 92
B. Joh 45 ,75 57 7()
L. Pow 49 76 31 . 71

R. GrO no core 64 37 72

Results
Speech a.nd Listeniing_ Intelligibility Tests: Experimental Groups (II and IV) ,

Name Listening Scores
Sept. 1971

. Speakitig4Scores .

Jan. 1972 Sept. 1971 Japl.'1972
C.. CAr . 95% 89% 71% 84146,

L. Gel , , 85 90 84 92
D. Bol 72 81 80 88
P. Bai 88 , 88 70 . 92
T. Zol 81 1 90 83 ' 186.
F. bli 85 87 77 -4 83
J. Bro 78 88 81 i 84
P. Hor. 86 87 A nono score
E. Grk . 83 90 82 31 92 .

L. Gle 75 87),,,. no score no score

411i

4'

1 r ..
tir
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J. Ant
G. Mon

. G. Day
D. Coe
Cy r a

M Ale
'Tho

R. Fue
Dar

. D. Giro.
0,, HoW
A. Tr
.D. Wah
L. \Cat
J. Cen

Kun

SEST TAK, AVAtriffiki ; .

Listening Score*A >. Speaking. SCores
Sept. 1972 Jan. 1973 Sept. 1972 Jan. 1973
74% 8.67,, 84% 87%
75 87 : .4? 71 90
no score

,
'17 47 86.

27 75 56 88
no score 87 1ro score 93
53 '82 62 81 .

60 87 51. 93
74 92 e -4. 62 94 f.
68 94 57 90,
6L 88 0 57 90
56 83 .47 78
no score 8.7 .37 79
67 ' 89 49' 89
66 ` . 90 .68 80
43 .84 63 139

35 85 no score 69

Discussion
The results of the pre- and post- tests are interesting, particularly from

tif the first groups, land II. Generally speaking, speech intelligibility and
listening intelligibility improves ove.r.,,the course oba'semester in college.

..Group 41, the control group, did not improve; in faati-thair speech intelligi-
bility scores in .January were lower than the results from Form B of the test
which was given in September. The speech intelligibility of the experimental
group, Group,. J, improved in all cases with the exception of"Sne person. The

.1 experimental group was meeting with Dr.. Marvin Ketterling,in an informal
class settingehere there was an opportunity for thorn .to become acquainted'
with one dnother. When they participatedsin the post-testing situation, they
were Cognizant of the way their fellow classmates "head" them'. They paced

'themselves. One of students was a victim ofcerebral palsy, .so-it took
him ia longer time to encircle the word the speaker was reading. ' The reader
always waited for him to move td the next set of words, In.general, they spoke
clearly and with coaidence. They seemed to have a rapport with one another
that was not evident in the control group. The control group seerhedlin a hurry
to complete,. the test and leave. They hurried through the list and many listen-
ers did not bother tocircle words at all..

' Because the c trast between. scores of students enrolled in Communication
Groups for one of 'e1 three 'hours allotted for class time and those who were not
in such groups w o marked, the experiment was repeated in the 1972-73
school year. The qontrast there was not as great. There may be several reasons.
The control group hd the highest academic successes among those students
assigned to Crossover. They did not take Mathematics unless they wanted to.
Most of them were highly Motivated. The experimental group 'had a lower aca-
demic high school average and their ACT scores were lower than the scores of
the control group. The class ma from 8:50 - 9;40 A.M. three bays a week
and many students in the experinioental group found the hours somewhat undesirL
able. As can be seen from the second set of results, howeveY, Group III's
improvement is generally indicative of a greaterincrease in percentage between
Form B. and Form A of tho test.

o"

89
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.; The sharp contrast -iii scores between Croups-f and' II and thp genera11y
higher scores between Groups III and IV indicate the effectiveness of .meeting
infoirmally "here many of 'the regular classroem'presstrres are not operative.
Thp students who had participated in the Communications Groups with Dr.
Kotterling were more sensitive about the way they spoke to their fellow class

. mates and, in turn, their c.oileagues, were careful about the wu the likened
and responded to,the speaker They appeared more eager to perform:to.the
best -of their ability on the test and 111c1(10 an effort toPlease. The control
groups were not as anxious to please when they were tested. They hurried
their speaking at times.4nd failed' on ocoasion to establish eye contact with
their audience... Many times Alley mumbled. The students encircling the words
often gay.e up before a speaker finished. Since their willingness to *partichpate
fully was al a tow,pollir,--P-a-ticuklrly for Group II, the test results were lower.

_ .. ,
... It is interesting that the control group II Was enrolled in a Progimmed
course in mathematics. The}, Were meeting daily frustration. :Of the nine stu-
dents in Control Group II only awo passed the course. They expressed dis- .

illusionment and 41issatisfaction:with the course although many of them felt
that they,worked harder at the course than at any other Course they had ever
taken, ,,ind. ilrthey failed. Perhaps the faihAre in Mathematics affected
their perform nce in Communication Skills I and that frustration was, measured
in the differdnces between pre- and post- scores on the Speech and Listehi
Intelligibility Tist. '.

The differences between test scores are not aS great beOveerl Groups II and
III. For each group changes in the CrossOver program at the beginning of.the
1972-73 school yeaprevented students from encountering too" many difficulties

1 in their academic programs. Student tutors, for example, were provided to
Crossover:.students. only. The Mathematics course was limited in its require-
ments. The result was a more satisfied, optimistic group of,students in both
the control and exPerimental groupS. 6

A

Conclusion
The Intent of this paper is to use statistics in a manner which illustrates

rather than proves a relationship between improv6ment in speaking and listen-.
ing intelligibility.and the deliberate structuring.of a semi-formal atmosphere
in Communications classes. The suggestion can be made that students learn
more about listening and speaking clearly when they spend some of their time
getting' to know one another in a semi-formal Communications Group setting.
On the Juni& college' level'it is possible for a student to finish 'a course in
Communication Skills I without ever siraking in a publiC setting to the mem-
bers of his class; yet the interaction between members of the same classes.
improved those skills most essential for effective learning ---,speakirig 4rict. '"
listening.. . .

'FOOTNOTES
'

1. It must be noted that low nigh school. grade point averages are also usdd
as El determinant for admission to the CrossoVer. program' along with advice

.

from high school guidance counselOrs.

2. Personal observation of the instructor:t


